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Changing phrases is difficult when outdated statements come naturally

Many reasons include being taught the old fashion way and not being 
corrected

Oblivious of how the statements effect a person with a disability

Etiquette is considered appropriate when interacting with people with 
disabilities is based primarily on respect and courtesy. 
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Picture shows the rally for the Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act-Section 508 was passed but wasn’t 
funded until 1978.

The rally was done to ensure that the funding went 
through

Rehabilitation Act

Section 501- Prohibits employment discrimination

Section 504- Prohibits discrimination of participation in any 
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance

Section 508- Requires that Federal agencies’ electronic and 
information technology is accessible to people with disabilities
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•ADA Goal

•Tear down the barriers to equality that face 54 million Americans 
with disabilities

•Unemployment rate of people with disabilities is over 70% (Find 
source)

•New Freedom Initiative

•Created by President Bush to help remove the barriers

•To increase access to assistive technologies, expanding 
educational opportunities, increase the integration of pwd into the 
workforce and promote access into daily community living.
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Michael J Fox: Parkinson's Disease, Marlee Matlin: Deaf, Stevie Wonder: 
Blind, James Earl Jones: Speech Disability, Robert David Hall: Physically 
disabled (amputated legs).

Disability organizations have made strides improving accessibility, 
increasing access, and opening opportunities. Where progress is still 
needed is in communication and interaction with people with disabilities. 
Individuals are sometimes concerned that they will say or do the wrong 
thing, so they say or do nothing at all – thus avoiding interaction with 
people with disabilities.

Close your eyes for 30 seconds – raise your hand to answer this question

Briefly describe what you have seen thus far in the room (anything)

Communication is…

Emotions: Fear, nervousness, happiness, sadness etc. will show in the 

body language, voice pitch, tone

People with disabilities become isolated and excluded from activities, 

water cooler conversation, general office chatter
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Put the person first
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Can anyone give me a scenario where someone with a mobility or 

dexterity related disability would have difficulty in the areas of 

communication, personal space, spatial issues, access issues etc.
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Scenario: 

A group of co-workers are walking to the metro 

including an employee who is blind and uses a cane. 

They are on their way to a destination meeting. An 

employee grabs the blind employee’s bag “I’ll take 

that for you,” grabs arm of blind employee “Let me 

help you cross the street.” 

Once they get to the meeting there are only hard copy 

documents available. The presenter talks about a 

colorful annual review including graphs and charts 

“Now you see that in the chart that there is an 

increase showing in red …
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Scenario: 

A group of employees are at work luncheon 

including a deaf employee with an interpreter 

present. Everyone is communicating amongst 

each other talking about an upcoming after 

work office get together. An employee 

exaggerates their speech and speaks louder 

than usual. While addressing the deaf 

employee, an employee looks at the 

interpreter while saying “tell him that we are 

all getting together after work at the Grill.” 

“Ask him if he knows where it is.  Would you 

like to join us as well?”
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Person who is deaf: tap their shoulder or arm gently to get their 

attention, speak directly to the person not the interpreter

Person who is hard of hearing: Speak at a normal tone, keep 

mouth in clear view of whom you are speaking

Don’t say “Tell him”
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Ask how the person best communicate (verbal, written, visual 

demonstrations, graphs, charts, pictures etc.)

Brain injuries –loss of muscle control or mobility that is not obvious

Excess stimulation may be too distracting so offer to move to a 

quiet or private location

Offer assistance completing forms, understanding written 

instructions and provide extra time for decision making

Do not over assist
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Person with a speech disability: Be patient, don’t finish statements 

for them, ask for clarification if they are misunderstood 

Don’t pretend that you understand

Take as much time as necessary

Ask questions that require short answers
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People with disabilities are not sick, incompetent, unintelligent or 

contagious

They are the expert on what they need and what level of abilities 

they possess.
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